The Busy Season
Swan Lake Nature Narratives h Lenny
W it
Hi Everyone,
People are feeling a little undecided about what season we are
in, is it winter with a bit of snow left, or is is spring with the
budding blossoms? Whatever season you want to call it, it is really
the Busy Season at Swan Lake. There is so much happening these
days that it is hard for me to keep up with all the news.

Barred Owls are still

The ducks, like this

There have been a few

very active at this time

Northern Pintail are here

new arrivals that I had

of year with calling,

in greater numbers,

not seen so far this year

mating and nesting,

maybe seeking out bits

like this Redhead Duck.

so much so I see them

of open water clear of

almost every trip,

ice along this sunshine

often in the same tree!

bathed south facing
shore.

And there have been many more
Common Mergansers as well.
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The ice has proved
challenging at times for

The River Otters didn't

sure but this pair of

seem to mind the snow

Mallards found it much

or the ice at all. On shore

easier to pick up every

they slid and scooted

piece of duck food that

along the snow patches

visitors dropped off for

with all the confidence

them when as the seeds

of an olympic figure

just sit on the ice instead

skater.

When they were ready
to get back into the
water they just lowered
their heads and turned
the banks into slides.

of sinking in the water.

I caught this guy just swallowing

The ice was so thin they could just pop

his fish while a piece of ice was

their heads right through for a quick

still leaning on his head.

breath before they got back to fishing.

Ice fishing otter style!
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You can’t let a little ice

I think they actually liked When they got tired, or

get in the way of lunch!

the addition of a some

cold, or full, they just

ice and snow to their

pulled themselves up on

usually watery home.

the bank and closed
their eyes for a moment
while they basked in the
warm sun.

Then they took off to
explore some more.

Speaking about exploring, there were a lot of birders exploring
at the lake this week. Parking lots were full and the boardwalks
were busy because there were some exciting visitors not seen
here very often.
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People were out looking

For others the

It was great to be able

for birds they had never

presence of this

to see it so clearly as

seen, or maybe hadn’t

Virgina Rail was

the snow had flattened

seen yet this year. For me

the main draw.

the cattail stalks and

one of the treats was this

provided sharp

Red Crossbill pulling seeds

silhouettes.

out of the fir cones.

It was such a delight to
Another big attraction
against the last few
remnants of our snow
was this Sora.

see these little treasures. And people were pretty
While they are not rare,

excited about the new

they are very shy and

Coho Salmon incubator

hard to find in the open.

and education centre in

People were downright

the Nature House too.

giddy!
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Each day the tank

Sure enough when we

And when we checked

monitors take the

checked the eggs in the

in the rock pile at the

temperature and add

floating basket, there

bottom of the tank there

up the Accumulated

was a freshly hatched

was one more little red

Thermal Units so that

baby salmon, or Alevin.

Coho Alevin hiding in a

now the ATU’s are

nook, where they will stay

approaching the hatch

resting, growing and

date for the little eggs.

feeding off their yolk sac
for the weeks to come
until they are ready to
start swimming in the
open water and eating
real food.

The staff and volunteers were as giddy as the birders finding a lifer,
which is seeing a bird for the first time in their life. They knew this was
just the beginning of another active time at Swan Lake.
Soon there will be a hundred little Alevin hatching and joining their
brothers and sisters in the rocks and many more bird eggs will be laid in
the tall grasses along the shores and in the branches of the trees.
There are definitely lots of reasons for a Swan Lake visit during the
busy season.

Take care, Lenny
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